Welcome to NAWIC's 25th Annual Women in Construction Week! The focus of WIC Week is to highlight women as a viable component of the construction industry. Since its first year, it has evolved into a nation-wide initiative that thousands of people recognize and celebrate. Each year, chapters and companies across the country recognize the event through raising awareness about the opportunities in construction, learning about the barriers still in place for women in male-populated industries, and giving back to their communities.

This Toolbox is your guide to the week. From educational resources to events near you, keep reading to find out how you can celebrate!
Being Recognizable In The Industry
Being open to learn and working hard just as everyone else will make people change their opinions for a woman in construction.

A Better Future For Women In The Industry
Sarah Hutchcraft and Kelsey Harlow want women to know that they can have a hand in building something great.

Crushing Stereotypes
Women have many opportunities in the industry and it doesn't always require a hard hat.
WHAT'S HAPPENING

Featured Event

WIC Week Project Tour - Iowa State Capital
Gr Des Moines - Chapter #80
Get a behind the scenes look at the projects going on at the Iowa State Capitol by Neumann Brothers.

More Events

Hard Hat Happy Hour
Baltimore Chapter #135
Find out more.

NAWIC WPB Circus Casino Night
Fort Lauderdale Chapter #78
Find out more.

Brunch Banquet
Montgomery Chapter #267
Find out more.